II- SONIC VISUALISER ANALYSIS
The aural analysis has shown how vibrato can be considered a device of
great importance to characterize different aspects of a composition, displaying
different colours and emotional states as well as revealing the subjective
qualities of a performer that can be recognized by his own implementation of
vibrato. Along with the use of dynamics, bow conduct, and contact point to
create the individual tone of the violinist, vibrato can be perceived in a
different way and, above all, it’s linked to a great variability in musical taste,
both of the performer and of the listener.
In Liebesleid performance analysis, the different characteristics on the
performer’s use of vibrato stood out. For instance, Kreisler, violinist and
composer, presented great fantasy and creativity in differentiating so many
kinds of vibrato; not only was he imitated by the following generations but his
vibrato choices even nowadays are considered cutting-edge and extremely
innovative. Moreover Kreisler, in different recordings over time, showed a
great intra-performer variability and increased the expressive potential of
resonance vibrato and no vibrato as further expressive choice, to search for
the insistence of a fixed and recurrent sound.
The most interesting performers regarding vibrato, if compared to Kreisler,
were Kogan, Kremer and Perlman. In Kogan vibrato’s quality gives more
resonance to overtones, obtaining a dense, warm sound. He particularly
changes vibrato in expressive climaxes and in change of tempo.
Kremer instead could be defined as a great experimenter of different types of
vibrato; his vibrato in fact exploits the slightest differences in colours and
feelings that he wants to enact. The different recordings show his researches
of new solutions over time and this is the greatest difference compared to
other violinists who tried on the contrary to perfect their best possible version
in every performance, never variating through time.
Perlmann is the violinist who theorized as performer and as teacher the
importance of vibrato changes as much as possible, even using hairpin
vibrato, characterizing vibrato toward a recognizable mark corresponding to
the singular violinist, as a individual “footprint”.
Oistrakh’s version has not given positive results because of the problem of the
recording speed, so it wasn’t possible to have an objective evaluation, even
though Oistrakh was renowned for his stunning vibrato.
Grumiaux Francescatti and Stern demonstrated to focus their interpretative
choices on the variability of expressive range thanks to the use of different
dynamics, contact points and bow conduct, rather than the changes of vibrato,
characterized instead by a certain constancy.
Mintz recording shows his attitude to define interpretative choices about
vibrato very similar to Kreisler’s preferences.
Gitlis has striven for the contrasting effects between resonant and brilliant
vibrato and no vibrato, investigating their expressive potential as Kreisler’s
late recording.
On the basis of these considerations, we have decided to select only Kreisler
- the second recording - Kogan, Kremer – the second recording - and
Perlman recordings, studying at first the speed and the range of their
standard vibrato – their preferentially used regular continuous vibrato –
with the Sonic Visualiser Analysis on Mac OS.
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Table 4. Performers’ Tracks selected for Sonic Visualiser Analysis
Performers’ Tracks selected for Sonic Visualiser Analysis (SVA)
AUDIO – Fritz Kreisler, Berlino, Beethoven Saal,1930, violin and piano
AUDIO - Leonid Kogan, Liebesleid, USSR Simphony Orchestra, conductor
Arnold Kats, 1974.
AUDIO – Gidon Kremer, Liebesleid The Berlin Recital in duo with pianist
Martha Argerich, 2009
AUDIO Itzhak Perlman, Liebesleid, CD Greatest Hits volume II, 1976
Warner Classics - Digital Remastering 1995, in duo with pianist Samuel
Sanders
The Sonic Visualiser, a free software developed at the Centre of Digital
Music at Queen Mary University of London, is a digital program for viewing
and analysing the contents of music audio files. 56.
Importing the audio track into the application, it is possible to visualize the
main benchmarks of vibrato (range and speed) of the selected performers
through the option Layer > Add Spectrogram. It is possible to obtain a
spectrogram showing the audio data in the frequency domain in sequence,
following the record track, with the Y axis corresponding to frequency and the
power (or phase) of each frequency within a given time frame shown by the
brightness or colour of the pixels corresponding to that frequency.
In each screenshot of a spectrogram segment, the X axis of the graphic
shows different waves, corresponding to the fundamental sounds of each
frequency – marked with a brighter colour (yellow-red component), following
vertically with its own harmonics one above the other on the Y axis, marked
with a colder colour (green component).
The lower level contains the thumbnail of the selected audio track waveform
that is simultaneously possible to listen while the spectrogram is scrolling
accordingly.
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Fig 1. Sample screenshot of a spectrogram segment

After viewing the trend of the whole spectrogram, it has been possible to
choose among all the waves, a significant graphic example that could
represent the standard vibrato (calculating speed and range) used by each
selected performer.
Since the measurement has been carried out manually, dragging the mouse
pointer over the selection on the interval ends (both of time - to be able to
count the number of oscillations / fluctuations in the time unit - and of wave
amplitude), it is relevant to underline that these measurements may imply a
margin of error.
Observing the development of the different waves in the spectrogram, we
could point out that the vibrato average speed (the number of complete wave
cycles in a second) is very similar in all the selected violinists (6-7 in a
second).
The measurement of the vibrato medium range shows similar values in
Kreisler, Kremer and Perlman, while in Kogan vibrato range is less wide.
From the different spectrograms, the different wave forms immediately pop
out. This pattern is due to several reasons and depends on:
- the timbre of the instrument, meaning the sum of the harmonics that
compose the sound. For example, a violin with a nasal timbre enhances some
harmonics rather than others
- the addition of the non periodic sounds such as the ambient sound that
creates discrepancies or other noises, as the noise of fingers or bow (or old
sound recording) that interfere
- the left hand finger pressure on the fingerboard, and the finger movement in
the space
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Kreisler standard vibrato
Note C (bar 33)
Time: 40.588 - 41.586 sec
Speed: 6 complete wave cycles/sec
Range: 3488-3746 = 258 Hz

Kogan standard vibrato
Note D(bar 12)
Time:16.904 - 18.088 sec.
Speed: 7 complete wave cycles /sec
Range: 3445-3660 = 215 Hz
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Kremer standard vibrato
Notes C/C (bar 9-10)
Time: 15.859 – 17.124
Speed: 6,5 complete wave cycles /sec
Range: 4005 – 4263 = 258 Hz
It’s relevant to note that Kremer continuously changes vibrato, so we opted
with difficulty for a medium fast regular vibrato.

Perlman standard vibrato
Note D (bar 12)
Time:12.956-14.048 sec.
Speed: 7 complete wave cycles /sec
Range: 3402-3660 = 258 Hz
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Perlman, as already described, often uses hairpin vibrato, beginning for a
brief instant with no vibrato and “opening” it till the maximum chosen range.
This attitude can be very evidently observed in the SVA, as showed in the
screeshot below.

Subsequently, thanks to the impressions obtained from the aural analysis, we
decided to focus the SVA on some significant points (see Table 5),
comparing the performances between one another and their correspondance
with the subjective perceptions of the listener.
a) The chosen points, bars 39-40/55-56/119-120, are three identical harmonic
and melodic situations where all the violinists change vibrato within the length
of a single long note, usually slowing vibrato down, showing how the
interpretative choice could be varied and different.
b) Bars 75, 91, 139 have been selected for the Sonic Visualiser Analysis
(SVA) because, thanks to the aural analysis, it has been noticed that these
are the key-points conducting to an emotional interpretative change produced
by a vibrato variation till the end of period.

Table 5. Main selected Sonic Visualiser Points
Selected SV Points – Bars’Number
I-39,40 Neapolitan VI
II- 55,56 Neapolitan VI
III-75 II6
IV-91 II6
V-119,120 Neapolitan VI
VI-139 variation
The results obtained for each selected track have been compared with the
aural analysis, to assess if there is a correspondance between the empirical
listening impressions and the scientific data.
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KREISLER selected points
I- bar 39-40 Time: 47.461 - 49.992
Speed: 6.5 cycles/sec constant
Range: 3832 - 4048 = 216 Hz constant

II- bar 55-56 non significant values (the same as point I)
III- bar 75 Time: 1:35.956 - 1:37.245 min
Speed: 6 cycles/sec constant
Range: 3789 - 4091 = 302 Hz constant (note B)

IV- bar 91 Time: 1:55.461 - 1:56.796 min
Speed: 6 cycles/sec very constant
Range: 3359 - 3531 = 172 Hz
The same note B has less range than the one in bar 75. Kreisler repeats the
same note with a smaller vibrato as identified in the aural analysis.

V- bar 119-120 Time: 2:30.488 - 2:33.414 min
Speed: 6 cycles/sec constant
Range: 3229 - 3359 = 130 Hz the beginning of the note E
Range: 3186 - 3402 = 216 Hz the last part of the note E
Kreisler widens vibrato at the end of the note, as clearly showed by the
spectrogram.

VI- bar 139 non significant values.
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KOGAN selected points
I- bar 39-40 Not interesting to evalue because there is a noise in the bow
conduct (probably too much pressure and not enough speed) so the
measurement cannot be precise, as shown below.

II- bar 55-56 Time: 1:10.008 - 1:12.910
Speed: 6 cycles/sec in the first two seconds: 4 cycles/sec in the
last sec.
Range: 3229 - 3445 = 216 Hz (beginning)
Range: 3316 - 3445 = 129 Hz (last part of the note)
Kogan slows down and narrows vibrato down, as shown below.

III- bar 75 Time: 1:39.427 - 1:40.867 min
Speed: 7 cycles/sec till no vibrato
Range: 2454 - 2583 = 129 Hz constant (note B)
The spectrogram here seems very blurred because Kogan suddenly changes
the atmosphere on this note, making it more nostalgic with a pianissimo and
very small vibrato, as previously observed in the aural analysis.

IV- bar 91 Time: 1:58.886 - 2:00.290 min
Speed: 6 cycles/sec constant
Range: 4349 - 4565 = 216 Hz
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V- bar 119-120 Time: 2:35.295 - 2:38.023 min
Speed: about 6 cycles/sec constant till vibrato stops before
the
portamento
Range: 6546 - 6890 = 344 Hz the beginning of the note E
Range: 6632 - 6761 = 129 Hz the last part of the note E
Vibrato becomes smaller within the length of the note.

VI- bar 139 almost impossible to evalue speed and range because vibrato is
too small (resonance vibrato) as evaluated in the aural analysis.

KREMER selected points
I- bar 39-40 Time: 55.553 - 58.641 sec
Speed: no vibrato plus 4 cycles for the first sec
6 cycles/sec for the second sec
4 cycles plus resonance vibrato for the third sec
Range: 4521 - 4737 = 216 Hz
4608 - 4737 = 129 Hz

II- bar 55-56 non significant values (the same as point I)
III- bar 75 Time: 1:48.495 - 1:49.841 min
Speed: no vibrato at the beginning plus 6 cycles/sec constant
Range: 3832 - 4048 = 216 Hz constant (note B).

IV- bar 91 Time: 2:10.647 - 2:12.040 min
Speed: no vibrato at the beginning plus 6 cycles/sec constant
Range: 3832 - 4091 = 259 Hz
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V- bar 119-120 Time: 2:48.832 - 2: 51.920 min
Speed: 5,5 cycles/sec for the first sec
6 cycles/sec for the second sec
3 cycles plus no vibrato in the third sec
Range: 3789 - 4091 = 302 Hz (the beginning of the note E)
Range: 3875 - 4005 = 130 Hz (the last part of the note E)
Kremer slows down vibrato and reduces its range, making the note fade away
in a no vibrato, as shown below (see aural analysis).

VI- bar 139 Time: 3:24.509 - 3:26.181
Speed: 6 cycles/sec constant
Range 3789 - 4048 = 259 Hz

Other interesting point: bar 15 note A, end of period.
Kremer knowingly plays the entire first part of the note with no vibrato and in
the second half of the note vibrato is suddenly switched on till the end with a
constant range (it is a different expressive situation than hairpin vibrato that, in
contrast, switches on right after the beginning of the note).
PERLMAN selected points
I- bar 39-40 Time: 43.966 - 46.474 sec.
Speed: first sec no vibrato plus 4 cycles
second sec 6 cycles/sec
Range: 3186 - 3445 = 259 Hz maximum range at half of the note
Range: 3229 - 3402 = 173 Hz last part of the note
This is an example of hairpin vibrato (see aural analysis).

II- bar 55-56 non significant values (the same as point I)
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III- bar 75 Time: 1:25.739 - 1:26.842 min
Speed: 6 cycles/sec constant
Range: 3359 - 3531 = 172 Hz constant (note B)

IV- bar 91 Time: 1:43.003 - 1:44.304 min
Speed: 6,5 cycles/sec constant
Range: 3359 - 3531 = 129 Hz

V- bar 119-120 Time: 2:16.510 - 2:19.250 min
Speed: no vibrato plus 5 cycles for the first sec
6 cycles/sec for the second sec
3 cycles for the last part of the note
Range: 3143 - 3402 = 259 Hz maximum range of the note E
Range: 3229 - 3402 = 173 Hz the last part of the note
It is another hairpin vibrato, accelerating the speed and widening the range
towards the centre of the note and relaxing both vibrato parameters at the end
of the note (see aural analysis).

VI- bar 139 non significant values
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CONCLUSIONS
The values obtained through the Sonic Visualizer Analysis proved how the
preliminary perception and the acoustic analysis, carried out by an expert ear,
are likely to overlap.
In particular, the vibrato variation is very easy to identify and immediately
recognizable by the listener, both in the speed change (especially in
the rallentando) and in the amplitude change. In the individual cases,
specified and underlined each time in the comparison between SVA and aural
analysis for the considered performers and key-points, it is possible to witness
a clear overlapping of the produced data through empirical evaluation and
scientific measurement. The results prove how vibrato can be considered a
very important expressive means thanks to its immediate comprehension by
the listener. A vibrato variation shows emotive and atmosphere changes.
Along with dynamic variation, bow conduction and contact point, vibrato
makes the display of the performer’s intentions more interesting and
characterizes the individual violinist in an extremely clear way.
Vibrato is different from one interpreter to another and every violinist searches
for different interpretative modes to play similar or equal sections repeated in
the same score in a new unexpected version through vibrato changes.
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